2020 NABH Annual Meeting

EXPANDING ACCESS:
Right Care. Right Setting. Right Time.

Exhibitor and Sponsor Guide
A guide to the latest products and services for behavioral healthcare leaders
Behavioral Safety has an unwavering commitment to never compromise when it comes to the safety or humanity of patient’s lives. Our passion is to save patients lives while improving the quality of their environment. With a foundation of over 45 years of field experience, BSP is at the forefront of the behavioral industry, specializing in designing exclusive ligature-resistant building products.

Visit our website besafepro.com for a full listing of:

- Products
- Instructional Videos
- BIM Files
- Technical Resources
Ligature-Resistant Behavioral Health Products

Sizewise developed the fully electric Behavioral Health Bed™ alongside clinicians, and we continue to advance new ligature-resistant products with patient and nurse safety in mind. Our solutions are featured in the Behavioral Health Design Guide and trusted by accredited hospitals nationwide.

Behavioral Health Bed™
Fully electric for dual-diagnosis patients

Behavioral Health Bed™ – Platform
Durable and easy to clean

Behavioral Health Mattress™
Welded seam means no zipper

Learn more: sizewise.com/nabh
or scan with your phone’s camera
Your Partner in Patient Safety

Kingsway creates high-performance, ligature resistant hardware designed to support the unique demands placed on behavioral health and addiction treatment facilities.

We engineer and manufacture all our products with a meticulous attention to detail to help ensure patient and staff safety, and to support patient outcomes.

- Door sets, knobs, handles and pulls
- Continuous and anti-barricade door hinges
- Lavatory towel, tissue and soap dispensers
- Patient observation panels

See our full line of custom and in-stock products online

Free facilities risk assessment.
(800) 783-7980
kingswaygroupusa.com

Kingsway is proud to be a President Exhibitor at the 2020 NABH Annual Meeting.

Secure. Prevent. Protect.
kingswaygroupusa.com
Breaking down barriers with innovation.

Socioeconomic factors are a major factor in determining a patient’s health. To break down barriers to patient care, organizations need to be enabled to provide the right care, in the right setting, at the right time.

WellSky is committed to providing behavioral health organizations with the resources and intuitive software needed to integrate and streamline access to critical patient information, allowing clinicians to spend more time focusing on patient care and less time worrying about compliance and documentation.

Learn why some of the largest behavioral and human services organizations choose WellSky to help break down the barriers of behavioral health treatment.

Let’s break down barriers to behavioral health treatment together.
Visit our booth or request more information to get started with WellSky Behavioral Health.

wellsky.com/demo | 1-855-wellsky | sales@wellsky.com
Your reputation is stellar and your delivery is outstanding.

- Patrick Hammer, CEO/President Rogers Behavioral Health System
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American Psychiatric Association, PsychPRO

PsychPRO, the American Psychiatric Association’s (APA) national mental health registry helps psychiatrists and other behavioral health professionals deliver high quality care and meet requirements in a burgeoning quality reporting landscape. PsychPRO’s electronic QI platform reduces documentation burden and integrates seamlessly within a variety of settings; and as a Center for Medicaid and Medicare (CMS) Qualified Clinical Data Registry, can be used for quality measure development. PsychPRO’s database also allows for research in health policy and clinical effectiveness. To find out more and to learn about our Quality Measure Development Initiative, visit our website at www.psychiatry.org/PsychPRO or contact us at registry@psych.org.

Behavioral Safety

With over 44 years of industry experience, Behavioral Safety is the industry leader in producing exclusive ligature resistant building products for the behavioral healthcare environment. Working individually with facilities, architects, and engineers Behavioral Safety continues to innovate to meet new challenges faced by the industry. Products from Behavioral Safety are designed, developed, and manufactured to be technically sound, aesthetically pleasing, and economically viable for behavioral healthcare safety needs based on guidelines from the Joint Commission. To learn more about Behavioral Safety, please visit besafepro.com.

CannonDesign

At CannonDesign, we exist for one important purpose: to help people continuously flourish. We create spaces and solutions that empower equitable change for all, strengthening communities and replacing stigma with healing and hope. For more than 30 years, our dedicated behavioral health studio has partnered with leading organizations to advance industry care models and position for what’s next. We’ve added more than 6.5 million square feet of behavioral health healing space in the last decade with a portfolio that ranges in scale and type—from state-operated forensic hospitals and community-based centers to academic teaching environments and urban acute care operations. Contact: Timothy M. Rommel, AIA, MRAIC, Principal, Mental Health / Behavioral Health Practice Leader, M: (716) 228-4809 O: (716) 773-6800, trommel@cannondesign.com.

Cerner

Cerner is a leading health information technology provider with solutions to support integrated care across a variety of programs and settings for mental health and addictions, as well as physical health. Cerner’s Behavioral Health Solutions are successfully used in numerous psychiatric health settings, including inpatient, outpatient, IOP/PHP, residential, and state psychiatric facilities. Staff and clinical teams leverage Cerner’s interactive clinical dashboards, extensive patient tracking utilities, a library of screening and evaluation tools, as well as a collection of operational reporting tools to facilitate actively engaging and managing client populations in a more safe and effective manner. Please contact us at 866-529-7547.

Comprehensive Pharmacy Services

Founded nearly 50 years ago and employing over 2,500 pharmacy professionals, Comprehensive Pharmacy Services is one of the nation’s largest providers of pharmacy services to more than 800 hospitals and healthcare facilities nationwide. CPS helps their clients tackle complex problems such as rising drug costs, specialty pharmacy, ambulatory/retail strategy, operational effectiveness and staffing efficiency. In addition, they address 340B programs, a variety of compliance concerns and much more. CPS helps pharmacy leaders drive cost, quality and safety improvements across the continuum of care. For more information, visit cpspharm.com.

DocASAP

DocASAP is the most advanced patient access and engagement platform for behavioral healthcare. The DocASAP Platform helps healthcare organizations streamline access to care by navigating patients to the right provider and setting at the right time. From provider search and accurate online scheduling through actionable reminders and post-visit outreach, healthcare organizations can offer patients a way to privately schedule appointments at any time, while reducing time and costs spent managing appointments. In addition, DocASAP partners with the top payors in the country to offer its online scheduling solution through their health plan member portals and apps. For more information contact Angela Mannix | angela@docasap.com.
YRCE HEALTHCARE GROUP

National Behavioral Health Consultation Services

Specialists in strategy, market research, & business development

OUR CONTACTS

- Call us at: (630) 726-3388
- Email us at: jpyrce@pyrcehealthcare.com
- Read about us at: www.pyrcehealthcare.com

jpyrce@pyrcehealthcare.com
Your facility is unique.  
Your pharmacy should be too.

WELTREE HEALTHCARE AND CLINICAL PHARMACY SERVICES
WellTree Healthcare was founded with over 30 years of behavioral health experience to fulfill the need for technology and data-driven custom pharmacy services. Our Clinical Pharmacy Model is designed to provide clinical services to all sizes of facilities, with the goal to improve Patient Outcomes. Our model emphasizes Medical Rounds Participation, Antibiotic Stewardship, Adverse Drug Reaction Management, Medication-Use Evaluation (MUE), Quality Improvement Programs, Inservice Education and Post-Discharge Follow up.

WELTREE PHARMACY MANAGEMENT
WellTree provides current full-service custom operations to meet your pharmacy needs and anticipate the challenges of the future. We work with your team to provide well trained, dedicated pharmacy staff; expanded pharmacy order review; automation and technology to improve patient care; and assistance in navigating the regulatory requirements of pharmacy operations in a cost-effective approach. Our full-service program saves money, reduces risk and increases compliance while freeing up clinical and operational staff. Utilizing our best practices, WellTree and your facility achieve better outcomes.

GROWTH CAPITAL PROGRAMS
WellTree Investment Partners (WIP) partner with experienced healthcare operators to facilitate your real estate and possible operational capital needs. Our platform provides growth funding options so that the operator can focus on your core business. There are two main directions: Sale-leasebacks of currently owned real estate and acquisition/renovation of locations into new facilities. We welcome dialogue to customize a program to meet the needs of the operator. Our programs go hand-in-hand with our custom Pharmacy Management contracts so that operators can focus on growth and operations. With our decades in pharmacy management and financial services, WellTree Healthcare and WellTree Investment Partners are new in name, but deep in experience. Our resources are most effective when put to use for you!
LocumTenens.com’s promise is to provide our behavioral health clients with the **best experience possible, every time.**

**CUSTOMER EFFORT SCORE (CES)**

Low score = ease of experience for our customers.

LocumTenens.com

1.4

1 2 3 4 5

**NET PROMOTER SCORE (NPS)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LocumTenens.com Talent</th>
<th>72</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Talent: Staffing Industry Average</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LocumTenens.com Client</th>
<th>68</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Client: Staffing Industry Average</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“What I like best about working with LocumTenens.com are the **quality physicians** and their **excellent customer service.**”

**PHYSICIAN RECRUITER, HOSPITAL & PHYSICIAN GROUP**

“LocumTenens.com associates are **constantly consistent** regarding customer service. I’ve become attached to each of them because they make me feel special.”

**CEO, REGIONAL HOSPITAL**

“Every time I’m in communication with LocumTenens.com, it feels like I am a priority.”

**CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER, FAMILY SERVICE CENTER**
MENTAL HEALTH & ADDICTION TREATMENT
Offering a Full Continuum of Care
Inpatient • Outpatient • Dual Diagnosis
Residential Treatment for Addiction
Serving Children, Adolescents, Adults, Senior Adults, Active Duty Military, Veterans, First Responders
LGBTQ+ Supportive Environments

CenterPointe HOSPITAL
ST. CHARLES, MISSOURI
4801 Weldon Spring Pkwy | St. Charles, MO 63304
800-345-5407 Toll Free 636-477-2136 Admissions
www.CenterPointeHospital.com

CenterPointe HOSPITAL
COLUMBIA, MISSOURI
1201 International Drive | Columbia, MO 62505
855-623-7016 Main
www.CenterPointeHospitalColumbia.com

Signature PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL
NORTH KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
2900 Clay Edwards Drive
North Kansas City, MO 64116
816-691-5103 Main | www.SPHKC.net

Signature PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL
LIBERTY, MISSOURI
2525 Glenn Hendren Dr. | Liberty, MO 64068
816-691-5103 Main | www.SPHKC.net

The Door Switch™ is an over-the-door ligature-resistant product for Behavioral Healthcare Facilities.

The Door Switch™ provides a distinctive alert solution to enhance in-room resident safety at a critical time. During private time, though the hallway and restroom doors provide privacy, they can also pose a threat for those who may be considering self-harming activities.

Until now, the only solution for this threat has been the removal of the door or other invasive means that often diminish both dignity and respect. The Door Switch™ changes this problematic situation by helping to mitigate the risk that can go hand-in-hand with privacy. It alerts the staff immediately, visually and audibly, if a resident’s door is being used as an over-the-door ligature point. It also creates a time-stamped audit trail event log.


You may visit our website at www.thedoorswitch.com.
Health care is integrated. Your EHR should be, too.

- Enhance clinical integration
- Increase client engagement
- Improve reporting and analytics
- Advance interoperability

Stop by our table to learn more about Cerner Integrated™ Behavioral Health.

Visit cerner.com/behavioralhealth.
Genoa Healthcare
Genoa Healthcare is the largest provider of pharmacy, outpatient telepsychiatry and medication management services dedicated to serving the needs of those in the behavioral health and addiction treatment communities and those with other complex, chronic health conditions. Visit www.genoahealthcare.com to learn more.

Health Care Systems, Inc.
Health Care Systems (HCS), in business since 1983, provides certified electronic medical records, Clinician and Physician order entry solutions, Documentation, Assessments & Safety Check Modules and medication reconciliation care transition solutions with a particular emphasis on inpatient behavioral health systems, both institutional and private. Health Systems using the HCS Clinicals package on average demonstrate a 33% reduction in medication administration errors and a 45-percent reduction documentation time. For more information visit www.hcsinc.net or call 334-279-9711.

Janssen Pharmaceutical Companies of Johnson and Johnson, Inc.
At the Janssen Pharmaceutical Companies of Johnson & Johnson, we work to create a world without disease. Transforming lives by finding new and better ways to prevent, intercept, treat and cure disease inspires us. We bring together the best minds and pursue the most promising science. We are Janssen. We collaborate with the world for the health of everyone in it. Learn more at www.janssen.com. Follow us at @JanssenUS. Janssen Neuroscience is part of the Janssen Pharmaceutical Companies of Johnson & Johnson.

Jeri Davis International Healthcare Consultants & Recruiters (JDi)
30+ years of connecting top talent with great opportunities and delivering innovative business solutions as a trusted advisor. JDi is the recognized leader in behavioral health consulting and executive search providing expertise in senior management and corporate search, product development, strategic and marketing planning/research, branding, call center transformation, CRM/sales/business development, customer engagement and employee development— all the successful elements for running a best-in-class operation. JDi is the exclusive source for integrating these success essentials under one corporate entity.

Jeri Davis, MBA, JDI President, is a highly respected national speaker, author and consultant.
CALL: 901-763-0696, EMAIL: jeri@jeridavis.com
Learn more: www.jeridavis.com.

Kindred Behavioral Health
Kindred Behavioral Health is a new service line of Kindred Rehabilitation Services (KRS), the largest diversified provider of rehabilitation therapy in the country with more than 1,000 locations across the care continuum. For decades, Kindred has been dedicated to the hope, healing and recovery of the most medically complex patients. This mission is equally appropriate for those suffering from behavioral health issues. Kindred Behavioral Health partners with hospitals and health systems to create additional care capacity and efficiently manage behavioral health programs that better serve patients, partners and communities. For more information, visit KindredBehavioralHealth.com.

Kingsway Group, Inc.
Kingsway Group are Your Partners in Patient Safety. We work hand-in-hand with hospitals’ compliance, nursing, facilities, and construction teams to deliver fit-for-purpose bedroom doors, bathroom doors, and bathroom accessory solutions. Our complete line of ligature resistant and anti-barricade hardware products improve staff safety and patient safety by reducing ligature, self-harm risks, and staff injury risk. Stop by to see our patient privacy vision panel and anti-barricade door that balance patient and staff safety. Contact Kingsway Group at 1-800-783-7980 or www.kingswaygroupusa.com. Centrally located to serve nationwide at 164 Indusco Ct, Troy MI 48098.

LearnWell
LearnWell is a nationally recognized provider of high-quality, individualized education programs for school-aged patients in behavioral health, substance use and eating disorder treatment programs. Working closely with each student’s school district, our goal is to help students maintain academic progress during treatment. With instruction that’s customized for each facility and learner, we help you deliver holistic, patient-centered care and meet accreditation requirements. Founded in 1995, LearnWell delivers customized instruction to over 22,000 patients per year. For more information, visit our website at www.learnwelleducation.com or contact us at info@learnwelleducation.com or (877) 732-9101.
Be better prepared for tomorrow’s healthcare changes with Streamline Healthcare Solutions SmartCare™ electronic health record.

SmartCare is a web-based application that can be accessed anytime, anywhere, and by anyone!

SmartCare’s flexible platform is a solution for:

- Mental Health
- Addiction
- I/DD
- Practice Management
- Inpatient
- Outpatient
- Residential
- Managed Care Organizations
- E-Prescribing
- Primary Care
- Health Homes
- Family Engagement
- Predictive Analytics
- Mobile

Follow us on:

www.streamlinehealthcare.com
WE WILL FIND THE ANSWERS, TOGETHER

From life-changing treatments and cutting-edge research to educating the world about mental health, we’re dedicated to improving the lives of people affected by psychiatric illness.

800.333.0338  mclean.org
At last, a detection system designed with patient-centered care in mind. **Proscreen 200™** provides effective security screening capabilities while reinforcing the therapeutic environment for behavioral healthcare facilities.

Easily utilized by non-security personnel, **Proscreen 200’s** innovative ferromagnetic detection technology (FMDS) is the only solution that effectively detects: cell phones, razor blades, lighters, needles, knives and other restricted items.

To learn more visit www.metrasens.com
Built for Behavioral Health

Lightning Step provides a single platform CRM, EMR, and RCM, all developed internally, specifically designed for behavioral health facility management. Lightning Step Technologies was founded by behavioral health industry leaders that were frustrated by overpriced, inefficient, and fragmented software systems in the industry. The company also offers a service line of insurance billing and collections services to some of the top providers in the industry. We are committed to bringing excellence to all our clients.

To learn more, visit us at

www.lightningstep.com

or call us at

832.582.7537
Many Strengths. One Mission.

When anxiety, stress and depression become overwhelming it’s hard to see the light. But at Loma Linda University Behavioral Health, our patients find strength. Strength in defeating addiction and overcoming eating disorders. Strength in overcoming a traumatic past. And strength in innovative therapies that offer a brighter path. Too many people suffer in silence. It’s time to speak up. We’re listening.

To learn more, visit LLUH.org/BehavioralHealth.
Real Estate Acquisitions
Sale Leaseback Financing
Assist with Mergers and Acquisitions

IDD | TBI | Behavioral Health | Day Centers | Substance Abuse

www.scioto.com | 800.930.2892
Lightning Step Technologies
Lightning Step provides a single platform CRM, EMR, and RCM, all developed internally, specifically designed for behavioral health facility management. Lightning Step Technologies was founded by behavioral health industry leaders that were frustrated by overpriced, inefficient, and fragmented software systems in the industry. The company also offers a service line of insurance billing and collections services to some of the top providers in the industry. We are committed to bringing excellence to all our clients. For more information, visit www.lightningstep.com.

LocumTenens.com
Founded in 1995, LocumTenens.com is your full-service locum tenens agency recruiting physicians and advanced practitioners to solve employment shortages for healthcare facilities. Operator of the largest online job board for the locum tenens industry, LocumTenens.com provides providers direct access to thousands of jobs, in all specialties, nationwide. Whether you are looking for a great locum tenens job or a great clinician, our tenured agents possess the specialized knowledge and personal connections to take care of you and your search. In a complex healthcare market, in an era of increased choice and competition, join the team that works for you. Nick Fisher, Account Director, Behavioral Health, nifisher@locumtenens.com or 678-690-7731.

McLean Hospital
McLean Hospital is an international center for psychiatric treatment, education, and research. Founded in 1811, McLean is the largest psychiatric teaching hospital of Harvard Medical School. Dedicated to delivering specialized and individualized care provided by expert, compassionate members of its team. In addition to offering state-of-the-art diagnosis and treatment for a wide range of behavioral and psychiatric illnesses, McLean also offers an expanded array of specialized academic and clinical programs for children and adults with depression, borderline personality disorder, OCD, and addiction to drugs and alcohol. For more information, call 800-333-0338.

Medsphere Systems Corporation
Medsphere provides affordable, web-based EHR and RCM solutions that address the unique needs of behavioral health (BH) providers. The CareVue Cloud EHR supports clinical workflows across a variety of BH settings and includes charting templates, multidisciplinary treatment plans, group notes, automated discharge summaries, KPI capture and reporting, and regulatory compliance tools. RCM Cloud addresses all key BH revenue cycle touch points and enables clients to improve collections, increase clean claim rates, optimize staff productivity, reduce collection costs, access meaningful data, and provide better service. Medsphere’s Phoenix Health Systems division makes it all client-specific through a full menu of service desk, IT outsourcing and consulting services. www.medsphere.com; contact@medsphere.com; 877.386.6057

Metrasens
Metrasens is the maker of Proscreen 200, the latest technology used to protect patients and staff with screening designed for Behavioral and Mental Health. The Proscreen 200 technology will help your inpatient, outpatient or acute psychiatric facilities detect restricted items before they enter the facility. For more information, please visit www.metrasens.com.

Netsmart
Netsmart designs, builds and delivers electronic health records (EHRs), health information exchanges (HIEs), analytics and telehealth solutions and services that are powerful, intuitive and easy-to-use. Our platform provides accurate, up-to-date information that is easily accessible to care team members in behavioral health, home care, senior living and social services. We make the complex simple and personalized so our clients can concentrate on what they do best: provide services and treatment that support whole-person care. To learn more, visit www.ntst.com or call 800-472-5509.
Providing evidence-based behavioral health and addiction services to individuals and families across New Jersey and across the lifespan.

Educating the next generation of behavioral health and addiction professionals.

Advancing the science through research.

The Right Care, at the Right Time, in the Right Location

Call (800) 969 – 5300 to schedule an appointment

Visit ubhc.rutgers.edu to learn more about our services
See more patients

We connect hospitals, clinicians and patients to deliver high-quality healthcare whenever and wherever it’s needed.
Educational Services for School-aged Patients

LearnWell:

- Provides an instructional methodology that is sensitive to the unique needs of behavioral health patients.
- Customizes programming for each facility and coordinates with school districts to help students maintain academic progress.
- Manages all aspects of the educational program so you can focus on providing high-quality patient care and maintain accreditation requirements.

LearnWell currently serves over 22,000 students in 90 facilities nationwide, including:
  - Brooke Glen Behavioral Hospital
  - Dover Behavioral Health System
  - Rockford Center
  - Southwood Psychiatric Hospital

LearnWell

877.732.9101 | LearnWellEducation.com
Right Provider
Right Setting
at the Right Time

THE MOST ADVANCED PATIENT ACCESS AND ENGAGEMENT PLATFORM FOR BEHAVIORAL HEALTH

The DocASAP Platform helps healthcare organizations streamline access to care.

Provider Search and Navigation
Navigate patients to the right provider and setting at the right time.

Online Scheduling
Deliver real-time accurate scheduling.

Care-Driven Reminders
Reduce no shows 40%.

Expanding Access through Top Payors
DocASAP is partnering with the top 3 payors and other health plans to provide online scheduling through member apps and portals.

FOR MORE INFO
contact Angela Mannix | angela@docasap.com | (443) 833-4321
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Revolutionizing 15-Minute Patient Safety Checks

Does your staff complete their required patient checks? With current industry standard tools, including paper, clipboards, and e-tablets, you have no way of knowing. There is no validated compliance. Insufficient checks are the number one contributing cause of inpatient psychiatric assaults, injuries, and deaths.

The solution? ObservSMART, a proven compliance technology that reduces risk, errors, and costs by validating compliance.

ObservSMART makes validated compliance simple.

Patients wear tamper-resistant wristbands

Staff complete proximity-based checks using synced tablets

Multi-unit desktop views, supervisory alerts, and easy access reporting

99% validated compliance within 1 week of installing ObservSMART
Sheppard Pratt Health System is building on a century-old legacy with a new, state-of-the-art behavioral health campus in Maryland’s capital region, anchored by an 85-bed hospital. When its doors open in 2021, patients, families and caregivers will be greeted by a facility that stands out by blending in with its wooded surroundings. The new hospital harnesses the healing effects of nature to create a “therapeutic platform” primed for patient and caregiver well-being. Every detail—from the roadway approach to the door handles—is designed to make care more approachable and empower all to dream big about tomorrow.

Congratulations, Sheppard Pratt Health System. A brighter future lies ahead for so many thanks to your enduring commitment to healing, innovation and accessibility.

Visit us at the 2020 NABH Annual Meeting to learn how we design to help people continuously flourish.
Ligature-Resistant Safety Products

Bath Accessories w/ White Anti-Microbial Coating

Vertical Grab Bar

Horizontal Grab Bar

HealSafe Interior Curtain Rails

TP Holder

Soap Dish

Recessed Shelf

New and Improved! Shower Mixing Valves

- Lower Profile Wall Plate w/ Gasket and Laser Markings
- High Performance At Low Flow Rates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Valve Type</th>
<th>Min. ASSE 1016 Flow Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pressure Balanced</td>
<td>1.75 GPM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermostatic</td>
<td>1.35 GPM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Phone: 631-754-0400      Fax: 631-925-5347
www.oddballindustries.com
Reach New Heights

with award-winning and affordable healthcare IT solutions.

CareVue EHR
A comprehensive, clinician-friendly integrated EHR that supports all aspects of behavioral health across the continuum of care.

RCM Cloud
An all-inclusive web-based revenue cycle solution that includes Registration, Scheduling, and Patient Accounting to truly transform your revenue cycle.

Phoenix Healthcare IT Outsourcing & Consulting
Ranked #1 by Black Book; helps hospitals solve critical health IT challenges using a vendor-independent approach.

Visit Medsphere during NABH 2020.

Reach peak performance by choosing an experienced partner dedicated to empowering behavioral health hospitals using the most comprehensive and economical suite of solutions in the market.

Medsphere’s pay as you go subscription model doesn’t require massive upfront costs, which means you don’t have to wait for federal support to achieve integrated and improved patient care.

With Medsphere, included treatment planning, discharge summary, charting templates and group notes meet the unique needs of behavioral health facilities without additional costs.

www.medsphere.com | sales@medsphere.com | 760.692.3700
**ObservSMART-Invisalert Solutions, Inc.**

ObservSMART is a comprehensive compliance Solution designed for behavioral health facilities wanting to eliminate the persistent problems associated with patient observations. By leveraging the latest technologies, ObservSMART certifies and documents compliance, which virtually eliminates missed and falsified observations, resulting in reduced risks and costs related to sentinel and non-sentinel events. In addition to improving quality of patient care, the ObservSMART Solution advances accountability, workflow and communication among staff, using proactive alerts and patient transfer and supervisory tools. The ObservSMART system provides a robust suite of reports and can operate independently or seamlessly integrate with an EMR.

Contact: e. ngottfried@invisalertsolutions.com  
p. 215.534.2370

**Odd Ball Industries**

Odd Ball Industries has a history of over 35 years of innovations in the field of ligature-resistant products for behavioral health facilities, including many patented designs. In 2020, we are proud to unveil enhancements across our product line. Our products are developed as a result of facility visits and input from architects, engineers, and behavioral health practitioners. All of our products are carefully designed with a patient-centric focus that emphasizes patient comfort, ergonomics, and functionality in addition to safety and durability. Visit [www.oddballindustries.com](http://www.oddballindustries.com) to see pictures, descriptions, data sheets, and more.

Phone 631-754-0400.

**PharMerica**

At PharMerica, we pride ourselves on providing exceptional customer service, assisting in containing pharmacy costs and meeting the pharmacy needs for hospitals, rehabilitation hospitals, long term acute care hospitals, behavioral health hospitals, and other specialized care centers nationwide. PharMerica serves customers at over 75 locations in both single and multi-hospital systems. From industry leading pharmacy services to maintaining compliance with state and federal regulations, PharMerica enables you and your team to increase efficiency, reduce costs, and provide superior care where it is needed.

Customers have access to resources, including specialized education programs, trained pharmacists, and business experts. For more information, please contact John Cleary, President – Hospital Pharmacy Services, PharMerica Corporation, Cell: 334.221.9845, john.cleary@pharmerica.com.

**Pinpoint, Inc**

Pinpoint, Inc is the US division of Pinpoint Limited in the UK. We provide the leading INSTANTalarm® 5000 System, a staff duress solution designed to provide protection for those at risk of violence in the workplace. The INSTANTalarm® 5000 System can be used in a multitude of environments and is installed in thousands of sites internationally including mental health facilities, hospitals, educational campuses, retail outlets and correctional facilities. The powerful, instantaneous solution can also be integrated alongside new or existing security networks, making it one of the most versatile systems on the market.

Pinpoint also has a solution for 15-minute bed check/employee check point! Marty Schmitt, 631-815-1720, mschmitt@flexiblesystems.com. Corey Greenberg, 631-756-0404, Corey@pinpointinc.com, www.PinpointInc.com

**Pyrce Healthcare Group**

Pyrce Healthcare Group (PHG) is a national healthcare consulting firm, founded in 1990, specializing in behavioral health. The firm specializes in strategy, strategic planning, business development, market research, strategic partnerships, integrated delivery systems, and management/organizational development. PHG offers significant depth of resources, with direct involvement of experienced senior staff. Clients include hospitals/healthcare systems, healthcare companies, academic medical centers, human service agencies, physician/allied practices, professional/trade associations and investor groups. The firm has assisted over 350 organizations with locations in more than 40 states.

Pyrce Healthcare Group  
7325 Greenfield Street, River Forest, IL 60305  
E-mail: jpyrce@pyrcehealthcare.com  
Website: www.pyrcehealthcare.com  
Phone: (630) 726-3388
Pioneering science
for exceptional care.

At Yale New Haven Psychiatric Hospital, we integrate psychotherapy, primary care medicine, neurostimulation and rehabilitation to provide a broad range of behavioral health services to diverse patient populations.

We’ve pioneered novel approaches such as using ketamine infusions and offering patients access to a variety of clinical trials to advance the care of treatment-resistant psychiatric disorders.

In affiliation with Yale School of Medicine’s Department of Psychiatry, our staff includes a team of interdisciplinary clinicians, investigators and dedicated teachers who deliver compassionate, patient- and family-centered care focusing on wellness across our health system.

ynhh.org
High security, low height

Spirit Select® Mental Health Bed

Mental Health departments can place unique demands on hospital employees. Stryker has worked to create a solution with features that help to satisfy these demands and increase security within these specific units when partnered with specialized hospital processes. In addition to the specialized security features that can be added to Spirit beds, all beds have a 10.75-inch low bed height. This low height helps to significantly reduce fall injuries and help accommodate patients to create a more secure sleeping environment.

**Features:**
- **Security lockout:** restricts all bed functions to the patient
- **Removable brake:** restricts bed movement
- **Filled siderails, headboard and footboard:** reduce ligature points
- **Non-removable parts:** patient safety

Contact your Stryker representative for more information about our mental health offerings.

www.patientcare.stryker.com
PROTECTING PEOPLE AT WORK

High performance staff duress alarms with failsafe capabilities for the safest staff security option.

www.pinpointinc.com

Empowering organizations to meet and deliver on the healthcare challenges of today.

Visit www.relias.com to learn more.

For more than 6,000 healthcare organizations and 3 million caregivers, Relias continues to help its clients deliver better clinical and financial outcomes by reducing variation in care. Our platform employs analytics and assessments to reveal specific gaps in clinical knowledge and addresses them with personalized, engaging learning. Let us help you get better.

- Improve Care Quality
- Increase Professional Competency
- Reduce Costs
Recovery Centers of America
Recovery Centers of America provides expert, evidence-based treatment to patients in a way which is affordable, accessible and local. This ground-breaking approach is undertaken each and every day by RCA’s team of experienced, compassionate physicians trained in addiction medicine, clinicians, counselors, nurses and therapists, who are the top professionals in the field. Addiction is a disease that requires safe and effective treatment, as well as attention to individualized needs. At RCA, patients receive evidence-based treatment, along with 12 step methodology, medication assisted treatment, and trauma informed care.
Contact: Terri Malenfant, Director of Public Relations, tmalenfant@recoverycoa.com, (610) 715-2144

Relias
For mental health and substance use treatment organizations, including Certified Community Behavioral Health clinics, changing regulations, variable funding and staff burnout can be ongoing challenges. Relias offers proven solutions to help your staff optimize their performance with the most effective training and data insights so they can achieve the best outcomes for their clients.
Website: www.relias.com Email: solutions@relias.com Phone: 877-200-0020

Rutgers Health University
Behavioral Health Care
Rutgers University Behavioral Health Care (UBHC) provides a full continuum of programs to address behavioral health and addiction disorders with individuals and families across the state and across the lifespan. Services include acute care, crisis, mobile teams, residential, outpatient, school-based programs, integrated physical and behavioral health care and 24/7/365 national peer help lines. UBHC is dedicated to advancing the science through programmatic research and educating the next generation of health care professionals and is a leader in correctional health care providing comprehensive physical, behavioral and dental
treatment services to the New Jersey State prison population and the juvenile justice system.
671 Hoes Lane West, Piscataway, New Jersey, 08854. To make an appointment, call (800) 969-5300. Visit us at ubhc.rutgers.edu.

Safehinge Primera Inc.
Together, we design for good. We set the benchmark for patient privacy and dignity and our doors and hardware offer unrivaled patient safety in behavioral health environments.
One example is our saloon bathroom door that removes all-known ligatures. The door detaches at just 14 pounds and can only be reattached by staff - disrupting patients’ ligature learning process and informing staff when a suicide attempt has happened. We’d love to welcome you to our booth to demo our bathroom door and discuss how the combination of our products and your passion can deliver positive change for patients. Please visit www.safehingeprimera.com.

Scioto Properties
Scioto Properties is committed to developing and investing in real estate with impact: spaces through which the specialized needs of both our clients and the people they serve may be fulfilled.
Since 1999, Scioto has been helping provider organizations of all sizes to acquire and manage their real estate needs. We are a national real estate company that is committed to developing and investing in quality housing and related healthcare facilities.
Real Estate with Impact:
• Real Estate Acquisition
• Sale Leaseback Financing
• Assist with Mergers and Acquisitions
Find out how Scioto can help you at www.scioto.com or call 800.930.2892

Streamline Healthcare Solutions
Since 2003, Streamline Healthcare Solutions has been developing and implementing software solutions to behavioral healthcare organizations nationwide. Our web-based software solutions are well suited for organizations that wish to have one system that can map and incorporate its entire business processes to a single solution, and then continue to evolve as business needs develop. Our proposed solution, SmartCare™, is a web-based browser-based enterprise-wide application built for the delivery, management and coordination of behavioral healthcare services. The SmartCare application has obtained ONC HIT 2015 CERT and is deployed at all service levels.
Ted Wright, Ted.Wright@streamlinehealthcare.com, Info@Streamlinehealthcare.com, 877.467.4741

Stryker
Mental Health departments can place unique demands on hospital employees. Stryker has worked to create a solution with features that help to satisfy these demands and increase security within these specific units when partnered with specialized hospital processes. In addition to the specialized security features that can be added to Spirit beds, all beds have a 10.75-inch low bed height. This low height helps to significantly reduce fall injuries and help accommodate patients to create a more secure sleeping environment. Contact your Stryker representative for more information about our mental health offerings. https://patientcare.stryker.com/en/products/beds/specialty-beds/spirit-select

TownSteel, Inc.
TownSteel, Inc., is the leading U.S. manufacturer of Ligature Resistant locks to meet the critical needs of the Behavioral Health market. Our 5-point ligature-resistant product line delivers the most advanced design innovations available on the market for transforming personal safety. Including ADA Arch Mortise MRX-A and Cylindrical Arch CRX-A, Levered Mortise MRX-L and Cylindrical TRX-L, and Ligature-Resistant Conical Knob Mortise MRX-K and Cylindrical CRX-K. Also, TownSteel’s new RFID/Touchpad electronic XMRXA Lock. For more information, please contact us at www.townsteel.com or call toll free at 877-858-0888.
You change lives for the better. We can help.

Pharmacy and telepsychiatry services for those in the behavioral health and substance use disorder treatment communities.

90% Medication adherence rate
40% Fewer hospitalizations
18% Fewer ER visits

Learn more at www.genoahealthcare.com
We’ve got hospital pharmacy management down to a science.

PharMerica Hospital Pharmacy Management helps contain pharmacy costs, provides exceptional customer service, and meets the pharmacy needs for over 100 locations in both single and multi-hospital systems, including hospitals, rehabilitation hospitals, long term acute care hospitals, behavioral health hospitals, and other specialized care centers nationwide.

Learn more at pharmerica.com/hospital-management
SAFER BATHROOM DOOR FOR BEHAVIORAL HEALTH BEDROOMS

Our saloon-style door provides patient privacy and dignity with unrivaled safety and won’t detach in normal use.

If a ligature is attempted, the leaves will detach at just 14 pounds and can only be reset by staff - disrupting patients’ ligature learning process and informing staff when a suicide attempt has occurred.

SAFEHINGE PRIMERA
LIFESAVING DETAILS

DISCOVER MORE
shp.help/bathroom
More than ever, the demands placed on psychiatric health systems are at an all-time high. With an emphasis on patient safety, workflow and core measure reporting, HCS is one of the fastest growing behavioral EMR providers in the country. And for good reason. HCS Behavioral EMR has everything you need and nothing you don’t. HCS Behavioral EMR manages all of your compliance and clinical workflow needs. With an average implementation time of less than one month, HCS Behavioral EMR is easy to adopt while remaining surprisingly affordable. HCS Behavioral EMR can have an immediate impact on your health systems ability to provide great care, track and report metrics, and reduce or eliminate avoidable patient safety events. HCS Behavioral EMR is a comprehensive suite of tools specifically designed for inpatient psychiatric hospitals & residential treatment centers.
Virtual Medical Staff
Virtual Medical Staff is a full-service telemedicine company that specializes in the placement of psychiatrists, hospitalists and neurologists with hospitals, clinics, and medical groups across America. VMS combines clinical, technology and telemedicine expertise to provide partners with a turnkey medical solution. Please visit us at www.virtualmedstaff.com.

WellSky
WellSky LTACH (formerly HCS Interactant®) is a leading provider of an all-in-one healthcare information technology platform that spans electronic health records (EHR), revenue cycle management, financial management, mobility, and business intelligence. In use at over 5,000 LTACH, behavioral health and senior living facilities, the Interactant platform helps multi-site providers deliver better quality and safety in care while increasing efficiencies and financial performance. Our solution is designed to help LTACHs improve clinical and financial functions and leverage valuable insights across your entire organization. To learn more, please visit our website https://wellsky.com/solutions/practices-facilities/ltach/.

WellTree Healthcare and Clinical Pharmacy Services
WellTree Healthcare was founded with over 30 years of behavioral health experience to fulfill the need for technology and data-driven custom pharmacy services. Our unique model allows facilities to fulfill their pharmacy needs and advance technology with an emphasis on compliance and cost reduction. Utilizing WellTree’s Clinical Pharmacy Practice model, our pharmacy staff work directly with hospital staff to provide collaborative and comprehensive medication management. Additionally, our other services include full genome sequencing evaluation and capital investment services for healthcare entities. Learn more about how WellTree works for you at www.mywelltree.com, or contact us at Info@mywelltree.com or call 888.315.5361.

Whitehall MFG
BestCare® ligature-resistant plumbing fixtures and accessories by Whitehall Manufacturing® are designed to meet the unique application challenges faced by behavioral healthcare facilities seeking to maintain the balance between patient safety, security, and creating a non-institutional environment. Most inpatient ligature incidents occur in the restroom, and we provide the right products and accessories to minimize this risk. All BestCare products are designed to ensure patient safety with aesthetics in mind and can be used in any patient room to satisfy all requirements and codes of the facility. Our products are ligature-resistant, ADA compliant, bariatric-friendly and meet aesthetic and security standards. Learn more at www.whitehallmfg.com.

Yale New Haven Psychiatric Hospital
Yale New Haven Psychiatric Hospital (YNHPH) is the primary site for Yale New Haven Hospital’s adult and adolescent psychiatric services. YNHPH is an inpatient facility specializing in the rapid assessment and treatment of acute and severe psychiatric symptoms, and offers a full spectrum of innovative and advanced treatments. YNHPH offers inpatient services focusing on general adult, dual diagnosis, adolescent and geriatric psychiatric services, as well as electroconvulsive therapy and intensive outpatient programs. YNHPH is part of Yale New Haven Health, Connecticut’s leading healthcare system, consisting of Bridgeport, Greenwich, Lawrence + Memorial, Yale New Haven and Westerly hospitals, and Northeast Medical Group. www.ynhh.org/psychiatric
Effective, Local, Affordable Drug & Alcohol Addiction Treatment

At Recovery Centers of America, we believe addiction is a disease - not a personal failure, which is why we treat our patients with the love, dignity and respect they deserve. We provide a comprehensive, evidence-based addiction treatment plan designed to identify and address the root causes of your addiction. It is our mission to work with you to restore your confidence and unlock your potential, so that you can achieve a meaningful life in recovery.

Locations in the Northeast:

1. RCA at Westminster / MA
   Inpatient & Outpatient

2. RCA at Danvers / MA
   Inpatient & Outpatient

3. RCA at Raritan Bay / NJ
   Inpatient & Outpatient

4. Trenton Healthcare Clinic / NJ
   Medication Assisted Treatment & Outpatient

5. RCA at Devon / PA
   Inpatient & Outpatient

6. Delaware County Healthcare Clinic / PA
   Medication Assisted Treatment & Outpatient

7. Bravo Medical, Somerdale / NJ
   Medication Assisted Treatment & Outpatient

8. RCA at Voorhees / NJ
   Outpatient

9. RCA at Lighthouse / NJ
   Inpatient & Outpatient

10. RCA at Bracebridge Hall / MD
    Inpatient

11. Maryland Center for Addiction Treatment, Waldorf / MD
    Inpatient & Outpatient

RECOVERYCENTERSOFAMERICA.COM | CALL 1-800-RECOVERY
Imperial Curtains Are Getting Easier
No more hooks or pins. No cords or pulleys. Now there’s an innovative, easy-to-use alternative

Imperial’s BREAK-A-WAY™ Curtain Hanging System

Curtains should be easy. That’s why you need to know more about Imperial Fastener’s proven curtain hanging system.

We know that managing today's facilities isn’t easy ... that’s why we make sure that the curtains are.

It’s Easy!
Just mount the ceiling or wall track using tamper-resistant hardware, insert the special safety tabs, and easily attach the curtains with the continuous loop tape that is sewn to the top hem.

What’s more, Imperial can supply any curtain or track you need, for any application. Fabrics are available in solids and prints, and all are flame resistant and machine washable.

Our Innovative Break-A-Way™ System
• Creates a more secure environment
• Is simple to install and use
• Featuring Sure-Check™ shower curtain fabric
• Large selection of fabrics
• Reduces maintenance costs

Imperial Fastener Company
1400 S.W. 8th Street, Pompano Beach, Florida 33069
Phone: 954.782.7130
Fax 954.782.0089
Email: info@imperialfastener.com

Free literature, fabric samples, specs or questions
Quality & Craftsmanship Since 1967 • www.imperialfastener.com

The Ideal Sign System
For Behavioral Health, Long-term & Transitional Care Settings.
Janssen Neuroscience applauds those working together at the county, state, and federal levels, especially at the intersection of criminal justice and mental health reform, to champion a better future for individuals with serious mental illness, including schizophrenia.

We can and should continue to set a higher standard for how we support individuals with serious mental illness.

Janssen’s unwavering commitment to delivering innovative mental health therapies spans 50 years, and we will continue to champion treatments to improve the lives of those with serious mental illness.

“When a person living with serious mental illness relapses, it’s devastating and progressively makes it harder to achieve their potential. That’s why we continue to work tirelessly to provide medicines and conduct research that offer hope for the individual and their families, so they can live fulfilling and healthier lives.”

—Courtney Billington  
President, Janssen Neuroscience
SAFE & SECURE
Optimize patient safety, security and comfort.

DO YOU SEE THE LIGATURE POINTS?
LIGATURE POINTS IN A TYPICAL BATHROOM

In traditional restroom applications, ligature points are more common than you might realize. The arrows above indicate dangerous ligature points in existing bathrooms.

Did you know? 75% of suicides occur in the patient’s bathroom, bedroom or closet.

BestCare® LIGATURE-RESISTANT fixtures ultimately reduce ligature points to ensure a safer and more secure behavioral healthcare environment.

Typical Bestcare® Ligature-Resistant Plumbing Fixtures & Accessories

1. Showers
2. Soap Dishes
3. Grab Bars
4. Sinks
5. Shelves
6. Mirrors
7. Paper Towel Dispensers
8. Tank Style Toilets
9. Towel/Clothes Hooks
10. Spindle-less Toilet Paper Holders
11. Linear Drains
12. Floor Drains
13. Access Doors
14. Faucets

whitehallmfg.com | 1-800-782-7706
Dedicated to
Hope, Healing
and Recovery

Kindred Behavioral Health is a new service line of Kindred Rehabilitation Services (KRS), the largest diversified provider of rehabilitation therapy in the country, with more than 1,000 sites of service across the care continuum. For decades we have been dedicated to the hope, healing and recovery of the most medically complex patients. This mission is equally appropriate for those suffering from behavioral health issues.

We created Kindred Behavioral Health to partner with hospitals and health systems to build additional care capacity and efficiently manage behavioral health programs that better serve patients, partners and communities. We believe our partnership model offers significant value to the many providers struggling to meet behavioral health demands or manage their existing behavioral health programs.

Visit KindredBehavioralHealth.com to learn more about our program and how we can team up to optimize your program and better serve the behavioral health needs of patients in your community.

Kindred Behavioral Health

www.kindredbehavioralhealth.com
APA created PsychPRO, a national mental health registry, to help psychiatrists and mental health professionals:

- Validate Quality Patient Care - measure, analyze and discover opportunities for improvement
- Avoid Payment Penalties - instead achieve bonuses for meeting quality reporting requirements
- Deploy cutting-edge technology - minimize the burden of data collection and reporting
- Achieve Optimal Patient Outcomes - through tools to measure, chart, and benchmark clinical care

PsychPRO is a CMS-Qualified Clinical Data Registry for all behavioral mental health providers.
Is Your Hospital Pharmacy Operating at Maximum Potential?

At CPS, We Make You Better

Our team of 2,500 pharmacy experts delivers unparalleled healthcare consulting solutions that include:

- Operational assessment, design and implementation
- Clinical assessments
- Purchasing assessments
- Compliance solutions
- 340B Program audits & assistance
- Medication safety and drug diversion

CPS makes life better for each hospital pharmacy we serve with unrivaled consulting solutions and powerful analytics that drive pharmacy excellence.

contactus@cpspharm.com | 800.968.6962 | cpspharm.com
When someone is struggling with mental health or addiction, they don’t have to suffer alone. At Rogers Behavioral Health, we can help find a path to recovery. Together, we can not only help patients face their challenges, we can rise above them.
See the difference with a truly connected system.


At Netsmart, we are committed to making whole-person care a reality through technology, services and advocacy.

To learn more, visit us at www.ntst.com/Human-Services
Your expertise is needed now—more than ever.

Behavioral health issues effect everyone’s life. That’s why HCA Healthcare is one of the nation’s largest acute care providers, improving lives of patients and practitioners through more than 64 inpatient locations, 160 outpatient programs and Telehealth Provider Plus—with plans for future growth.

We’re dedicated to providing ongoing behavioral health development and career advancement opportunities. Come join us and make a bigger impact with an industry leader.

A leader in life-changing programs

**PREVENTS Program**

A member of the Executive Order Task Force, helping to identify and develop best practices around mental health and wellbeing in the workplace.

**Reflections Eating Disorder Center**

The only Joint Commission Accredited program in the northeast. Call now for a confidential assessment at 703-538-2886 or visit us at reflectionsed.com

**ACT Treatment Programs**

Now the most comprehensive addiction recovery program in the region. Take the first step call now at 801-479-2250

Visit HCAhealthcare.com/BehavioralHealthLeaders to explore our available opportunities.